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Dear ABC  Ji:  

It would be a pleasure for us to 

be able to help you with your order. 
 

Your Birth & Other details: 



ServiceName  

Your Past Life Incarnation-birth & Karma Report-Vedic 

astrology & NUMEROLOGY -3-year Predictions  

<br> 

email id 

abc@gmail.com 

///////////////////////////////////////////

/////////////////////// 

Oct 20, 1983 

7:50 

State 

Western Fiji 

10+ 30/3+ 21 = 25/7= ketu x Venus 

Sunday = 1= Dow 

17.6104° S, 177.4515° E 

Time zone =12 

///////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////// 

Month of birth 

10 

dob 

30 

year of birth 

1983 

time of birth 

first name 

abc 

middle name 

 

last name 

xyz 

minutes of birth 

50 

mailto:abc@gmail.com


hour of birth 

7 

place of birth 

Lautoka 

State 

Western Fiji 

country 

Fiji 

my Textbox value is = 

My main concern is  whether I will have a successful career 

to be able to earn money. 

Month of birth1 

Your Lagna & Navamsha Horoscope Details: 

 



  



 

SECTION 1: Your Past Life, 
Reincarnation and Karma Based 
on Vedic Astrology 

 

What is Past life about?  

We have a very Powerful ,Unique & Rare Past Life 

Karma report. That unfolds your past events based 

on Vedic Swara Vigyana/Hebrew sages and also 

Vedic astrology. If interested you may please let us 

know. This report is a unique combination of 

wisdom of Vedic and Hebrew sages-as Vedic culture 

was spread over there in Egypt as well. 
 

How Vedic Astrology deals with Past life?  

 The ancient science of Vedic astrology deals 
with past life based on the indications of the 
ninth bhava and influences coming on the same. 

Also, the 5
th

 bhava is checked for purva punya 
as well. These houses and lords carry the 
energy of the past life.

 Just like there was an economic slowdown due 
to bad karma of people to do excess lending etc 
in 2010, same is true with human beings. If do 

not do the acts in the principle of creator we 
incur karmic debts and that reflect into his birth 

or coming birth. The world or the cosmos acts 
like a bank to store all the good and bad actions 
of the person.

 Also, the Vedic rishis have designed the higher 

divisional charts like the d9th or navamsha for 

the purpose and also the d12 or dwdasamas for



 

the purpose plus the d64th for the purpose to 

check our past life karma.  

 So, if the birth time is accurate and one has a 

deep enough knowledge of Vedic astrology 
one can at least 

 pinpoint the basic energies of the past life.
 
 

=IMPORTANT NOTE: 

>>Astrology and Numerology are  Probabilistic 

sciences: 
 Vedic astrology and Numerology are probabilistic and 

subjective sciences like quantum  physics , social 

science, or political sciences etc. So the predictions 

are also in the same fashion in terms of chances or 

probabilities. the basic nature of this science of Vedic 

astrology. 

>>Scope of the Report: 
 We strive our best to deliver the report and try to go 

beyond the scope of the report. But reports have a 

definitive format and scope. so any time you find our 

questions or queries unaddressed, no worries.  

 Kindly feel free to order them separately as 

specialized question report or any other report fitting 

in the scope, we would be glad to help you. 

>>Respect for Dignity of Astrology and the 

Astrologer: 

 
 Astrology is a divine science and said eye of Vedas. 

So is a properly trained astrologer a guide who has 

worked hard to master this science and with full 

intent to help you. 



 In interactions the attempt should be mad 

 Give due respect full dignity of the astrologer’s intent 

to help, skill & expertise and hard work. 

 Developing an attitude of thankfulness and gratitude 

on what you got in the report would always help as a 

karmic principle. 

 This would naturally draw the good karma and 

blessings for you from the cosmos and make your 

life easier. 

 Thanks 

 

 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
something about you and your basic 
destiny(BONUS = Life scope):    



  
 

 

 Your ambitions could be very high in life, and you 

may want to reach great heights. 

 So  are you courageous and have pioneering spirit. 

Generally good will power and ability to think deeply 

 You could be proud, confident, and famous 

 Sooner or later you may want to help others in terms 

of hospitals, NGOs, or old age homes etc 

 You could get good or high positions sooner or later 

in law matters, religious matters, or the government. 

 You could have good health and be vibrant 

 You could be helpful to friends and family 

 You could be fond of family- but a few biological 

children 

 
Also 

 You also have leadership qualities and political 

success 

 You could have a mystical nature and could be an 

entertainer 

 You may also make connections with people at high 

positions. 

 You have astrological gifts and could be intuitive 

 You have good writing and speaking gifts 

 You could be poetic in nature and learned 



 You have research and organizational skills 

 You need to watch diet 

 You could have trouble if early marriage 

 Avoid being  in-sincere, ungrateful, or  sinful. This is 

just an indication. But if it is karmic, work on this for 

better luck  . Be grateful  to everyone and 

situation. That would help a ton to attract luck form 

cosmos.  
 
      BONUS Numbers PMEI energy check 
 

 
 

 Physical = 
P= 1 
   • You could also  be highly active and inspiring in 
the practical world and daring in your attitude. 
• You may also have strong likes or dislikes and 
you may live as your own way of thinking or 
opinions. this must be  handled well. 
• You could also have a trait of being charming 
and witty in nature as well. you may also get bored 
easily. 
• You may like enthusiasm and challenges in life. 
• You may become very intense on some thing for 
some time and then want to move to something 
other. 

 Mental = 
M=6 
..... 

 You may also have a creative mind or a mind of a 
poet and writer. That must be  developed more for 
more success in job and otherwise 

 You may at times see life in artistic terms. 
 teaching and healing comes more easily to you. 
 You carry more responsibility and are dependable. 
 Your appreciation of beauty and art would be visible 

in surroundings . 
 Success due to practical and responsible behavior 



 
 emotional = 

E=4 
 You may dis-trust emotions many times. 

 you may also try to control your emotions. 
 You love to discipline many times and may 

dislike emotional situations or turbulence  many 

times.;) 
 but withholding your emotions may cause many 

times severe anger and outbursts of anger plus 
nerves trouble. so do Yoga. 

 You may unnecessarily accept emotional 

relationship and unfavourable circumstances many 
times. 

 Yes you can manage and organize and are good 

at details. 
 Intuitive  = 

I=1 

 Your intuition is good, and it comes from higher 
source. Build it up more and flashes of intuition for 
past life karma and details would come to you. 

You may think that your thoughts are from mind, 
but as said the thought and the recurrent dream 

that you are seeing is form higher source.   

• So not to worry mediation in GOD and faith in 

GOD almighty would solve all issues. 
////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////// 

 HEBREW HEBREW HEBREW SYSTEM & SUM is 
48 

  the name 1 is  



 HEBREW HEBREW HEBREW SYSTEM & SUM is 
64 

  the name 3 is   
 12 x 10 =22 =4 

 name 1 = 25, name 2 = 0  name 3 = 23 = 

mercury  
 LIFE PATH or destiny number is = 61 [7]= 

ketu 
 BIRTH DATE Number is = 30 [3]= Jupiter  
 NAME NUMBER is =  48 [3] =Jupiter  

 POWER NUMBER is = 109 [1]= sun  
-------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 

VIBRATION NUMBER PYTHAGOREAN-I is = 30  
VIBRATION NUMBER PYTHAGOREAN-II is = 71  

VIBRATION NUMBER PYTHAGOREAN-III is = 41  
=================================
=================================

= 
HEART # 1 = (11) and ���  HEART # 2 = (0) 
and ��� HEART # 3 = (2)  

HEART NUMBER TOTAL = [13]=4=rahu 
 
 
 {Past life energy} X { this life time d1 
astrology x Numbers carry over check} 

 



 
 



The energies of Your 9
th

 bhava and 5
th

 
bhava(which country or state you may 
have belonged in past life)?    

 What are the close connections of the past 
life based on past life lagna lord for you? 
 Also the PLA= past life ascendant or lagna is 
Sagittarius or dhanu sign 
 Jupiter or guru the PLA in 12th bhava in Scorpio 
sign. It is with ketu. 
 So clear indication that you were deep into 
dharma and religion and doing god in past life 
time as well. 
 Note you have destiny number = 7= ketu , that 
means spirituality or depth factor has come in 
this life time as well. 
 Also note you are born on 30th = 3+0= 
3=Jupiter. So Jupiter and ketu both form a Yoga 
in your number’s horoscope in this life time and 
are most important or core energies and also so 
was Jupiter and ketu energy important in past 
life time as well. 
 As PLA = Jupiter and connects to ketu. 
 So you could see the core continuity of karma or 
energies here. 
 What kind of Inclinations you had in past 
life and how do they connect to this life? 
 In the past life incarnation as well , you were 
keen into occult and astrology and other Vedic 
sciences for sure. 
 Note Jupiter the planet for dharma, after life etc 
in 12th bhava of Moksha , so very happy there. 
Doing some spiritual practises as well sooner or 
later in life. 
 So also you had a digging nature of Scorpio in 
past life time. Same you have in this life time 
the destiny number is 7 and also 30/3= Jupiter 
gives the discipline to you. 



 This inclination is further confirmed with a 
strong moon in 8th bhava. 
 So you might have been in oms deep tantric 
path or even some secret Yoga path. 
 But some sexual deviations or issues where 
there in past life time as well. 
 Note in this life time as well 30= Jupiter planet 
of fun connect to October, that is mostly Libra or 
Venus energy and also Scorpio sex and some 
passion energy. But this was not very strong as 
such. 
 Is your Purva janma Punya getting 
blocked? 
 Yes mars the lord of 8th bhava is sitting in the 
5th bhava. so some blocking of energy is there 
and also giving you some explosive anger as 
was suggested with energy E=4 above.so it 
makes you aggressive and fortunate  but blocks 
some karma of the past life. 
 Venus here also gives some good karma of past 
life in contrast to mars above. It makes you 
innovative and relatively better mannered as 
well, apart from anger spurts   
 Which planet had maximum influence on 
you in the past life? 
 Jupiter, moon and rahu had the strongest 
influence on you in past life incarnation. 
 Rahu exalted in 6th and so is moon in 8th and 
Jupiter in 12th bhava. 
 So all indicating a path of dharma and possible 
tantra or spirituality to depth. 
 All confirmed that these energies are there in 
this life time as well. 
 Which areas of Life you spent more of your 
energies in your past life? 
 You spent most of your time in studies, 
discussing philosophy. 



 Also travels . 
 There seems some inclinations towards sex or 
negative aspects of society had also been there. 
These are just indications and do not seem to be 
carried over to that extent in this life time. 
 Your FAMILY situation of the past life? 
 The 4th bhava lord Jupiter in 12th- so indicates 

family travelled to distant lands. You see in this 

lifetime also your fathers travelled to Fiji when you 

were born, so history is repeating. 

 Also a lot of energy by the family or especially 

mother was spent on pilgrimages and dharma 

related work and travel 

 So was it ensured you and your siblings studied 

well 

 So in this life time Venus in 5th bhava, shives 
wisdom better than average. Also note destiny 
number -7 and born on 30th all indicate the 
same. 
 A strong moon  in 4th bhava also helps in 
education in this life time. 
 What could have been your possible 
profession in your past life? 
 Mercury is in libra sign, ruled by Venus. 
 Sun the lord of 9th bhava is there. 
 Saturn the lord of 2nd and 3rd bhava is there. 
 So mercury-sun -Saturn  In libra sign suggest 
something to do with banks, banking industry or 
commerce  or financial of business. High chance 
of own  business as Saturn also rules the 3rd 
bhava. 
 More we will check in d60 chart below 
  



 what were your interests & inclinations in 
the past life? 
 Already covered above, 
 More about you and your Family (mother, 
father, and siblings)people in your past 
life?  
 Mother a highly religious lady who motivated 
you towards dharma, religion, and good deeds. 
Visiting temples and shrines and meditative and 
also mind on GOD. 
 Father was aggressive, action oriented and 
dominating in life. But also rich and with good 
money. 
 In fact a lot of money and luxury was there. You 
had a joint family as elder sibling of your father 
was very close to him or staying close to you. 
 





 

 So, if born in foreign lands:  The sign of 

Sagittarius rules the following countries 
Australia, Arabia, Felix, part of France, 

Madagascar, Hungary, Sclaronia, Tuscany, 
Spain, Istria, Dalmatia, Italy

 Also India is a strong possibility
 So, if Born in India- • 
 • Born in India- due to Jupiter 

Himalayas/Vindhya’s and also west and east borders 
 If born in India or Bharat(ancient) , Himalayan 
or the vindhyachal ranges or some deeply religious 
places in India like Haridwar, Rishikesh etc.


Bonus What does WESTERN  ASTROLOGY say 

about your past life? 

 What are your past life energies based on 

western astrology? 

 You had been a national figure or a legendry 

figure in past life incarnation. 

 You were highly creative and innovative and had 

good success. and may be research kind of 

work. 

 If people did not praise you , it made you angry. 

 

 How does your present life energies 

connect with your past life energies ? 

 Note your destiny number is 7 and birth number 

3= so clearly suggest in this lifetime as well you 

are creative and innovative  

 E=4 suggest you could get angry if people did 

not appreciate you or you had pent up emotions. 

 What is the present life energy correlation 

of the above stuff? 

 Already covered above. 



BONUS What does Retrograde planets say 

about your past life? 

Retrograde planets are said to be going back, 

so suggest a connection with our past lived to a 

great extent. This also includes rahu and ketu 

especially or the dragon’s head and tail that are 

always retrograde in nature. 
• NONE of your planets are retrograde 

  
 

 

 

The energies of your d9 chart bhava?   

 
What is the navamsa or d9 chart about?  

 The navamsha or the d9 is the 9
th

 division of 
the sign that is 30 degrees/9 = 3 degrees 20 
minutes each.

 The naming of the houses
 1

st
 house  = lagnamsha

 2nd house =vittamsha or dhanamsha
 3

rd
 house = vikramsha

 4 house =sukhamsha
 5 house=putramsha
 6 house=shstamsha



 7 house=bharyamsha
 8 house=nidhanamsha or randhramsha
 9 house=bhagyamsha
 10 house= karmamsha
 11 house= labhamsha
 12 house=vyamsha



 In the parashari system the counting of the 
navamsha starts from the movable sign of a 

triad where a planet is placed. The 4 triads or 
categorizations are fiery, earthy, airy, and 
watery signs or rasis.



 The birth chart or d1 is the physical existence. 
The moon chart is the mental existence and 
d9 is the divine force of destiny hat decides 

the course of events in our life.


 AS per the karma theory

 

b) The d9 is the prarabhda the portion of the total 
karma you would face in this life. 

 

There are various deities of the d9 chart. 
 A planet in movable sign is deva
 A plant in fixed sign is nara
 A planet in mixed sign is rakshasa 



 

{Past life energy} X { this life time d9 
Astrology x Numbers carry over check} 


 How does 9th bhava lord of d1 chart 

connect in d9 or navamsha chart? 
 How does past life mother or father 
energies connect with you based on d9 or 
Navamsha chart? 
 Based on d1xd9 
 Mother energy is Jupiter again and well placed 
in 3rd bhava. so a well-connected family that 
mother created and dedicated to good work 
and dharma and doing good., 
 It could be education as well. 
 Father energy is a bit weak sun in Kendra 
bhava in Capricorn sign , also sun is 11th lord 
with rahu at base. 
 Also mercury the lord of 12th there. Also lord of 
9th 
 So clear indication father in business or had 
good money and may have travelled to distant 
lands like Fiji form countries like India 
 Division it is in: 
 Jupiter  the PLA lord in 3rd bhava. So good 
knowledge and thirst for knowledge and depth 
would have been there in the past life as well. 
 Jupiter is in mixed sign , so some rakshasa 
traits also there. So as shared earlier some 
inclinations in tantra have been there in the 
past life as well for you. 
 Taking purely d9 as an independent chart 
Mother and Father energies 
 Mercury rules the father is in 8th bhava with 
sun. 
 So doing business or some money flow related 
work 



 Also he had slight interest in occult. 
 For mother 
 Its again mercury, but in 5th form the same so 
good discrimination is there 
 Sun the lord for 12th bhava, so initiative in 
religious or spiritual matters is confirmed here 
as well for your respected mother. 
 Connection of Past life energy above to 
present life energies? 
 All has been already discussed above in the 
readings 
 the d9 chart as an independent chart for 

past life? 

  
 Which area of work you were into in your 
past life based on d9 or navamsha chart? 
 Based on d1xd9 
  Mercury rules your career in d1 and here it is 
in 4th bhava with sun and in Capricorn sign. 
  So a career of dignity is there. Also it could be 
teaching or education work 
 Based on pure d9 
 Pisces or Jupiter. So study, education or banks 
or money flows work. It is in 7th bhava. so 
connection with good and learned people . 
 What kind of DEEDS you did in the past life 
based on d9 or Navamsha chart? 

 
 Based on d1xd9 
 Mars is strong and is in Scorpio sign and lord 

of 7th with Venus. 
 So as suggested some sexual deviation have 

been there in the past life which is 
corroborated here. But just an indication. 

 Also suggest good passion and connection to 
family as well for you  

 Note M=6 



 Based on pure d9 
 Jupiter the 10th lord form 9th bhava of d9, is 

well placed in Jupiter sign. So education, 
learning and good dharma. 

 Moon the lord of second bhava also there, so 
strong connection with family 

 You again have M= 6 and being October born 
Libra energy is still strong so connection to 
family is there 

  
        Certain correlations of your past life 
energies with this life time energies as a cross 
check? 

 
 What is the karma of yours for this life 

time? 
 Already discussed above 
 What kind of things you spent most of 

your time in past life? 
 PLA of d9, Jupiter is very strong and lord of 

7th bhava. so connection to people to do with 
education, learning, money-banks, or 
financials of money related or dharma was 
there 

 
 

{Past life energy} X { this life time d12 
astrology x Numbers carry over check} 
 

 



The energies of your d12 chart bhava? 

What is d12 or Dwadasamsa?  

 The dwadahsmasa is the 1/12 division of a sign. 
The horoscope is also known as suryamsa 
signifying parents and grandparents. Each 

division is of 2 degrees and 30 minutes. The first 
division starts from the sign being occupied by 
in the lagan chart.



 The 5
th

 house denotes past karmas of parents. 

The 6
th

 house indicates debts of the parents 
that are inherited by the person. Sun is the 
karaka of father and moon is for mother.


 Moon the lrod fo 5th bhaav connesct to 8th 
bhava.so the past life karma of parents does 
connect to occult practises as well. So, there is 
a fair enough karmic  connection of yours and 
your parents 

 
  

 

The various deities of dwdashamsa 
are the divisions of dwadasmsa 

 1/5/9 = lord ganesha destroyer of obstacles
 2/6/10 = ashwini kumar
 3/7/11  = yama
 4/8/12= ahi or serpent

 

Your d12 chart or dwadasamsa analysed 



 
 
 

 

 Your past life karma connected with your 
parents( d1, 9th bhava lord x d12)? 

 How was your relationship with your 
parents in the past life? 

 Based on d1 x d12 
 Jupiter is well placed in the 7th bhava of d12 

chart. So good relationships with mother for sure. 
 Venus is also there so good motherly comfort is 

there 
 Sun for father is in Pisces, with Saturn. So yes 

fair relationships with father but with some strong 
difference of opinions 

 Based on division it is in 
 Jupiter in the 8th division or serpent. This is 

kundalini as well. So mother had spiritual practises in 
the past life 

 Father or sun is 6th division is Ashwini Kumar. 
So some healing and counselling work also possible 
for him 

 Based on Pure d12 
 About  your parents in past life and 

inheritance  matters etc? 

 Based on d1 x d12 
 All covered above 
 Based on Pure d12 
 All covered above. 
  

 
   

 Your THIS  life Time  Parent’s Good 
karma and debts past life based on 
d12(dwadashamsha)? 

 5th bhava lord:   



 5th bhava lord in 6th bhava. so the good karma 

of your parents in this life time is just OK, as a 

lot of karma gets lost in the vyaya or the 6th 

bhava 
  
 6th bhava lord : Venus the 6th bhava lord is 

in the 7th bhava, also blessed with Jupiter the lagana 
and  4th lord.so over all less debt and good karma 
for parents 

  
 Your past life and this life time parents 
study based on sun and Moon energies in 
the d12 or dwadashamsha Horoscope? 

 Mother: 

 Moon for mother is blessed with Venus and 

Jupiter energies. So again suggest good 

affluence, family holding ability and also dharma 

for mother. 
  

 Father :  sun is well placed in Kendra bhava in 

Pisces  sign with Saturn. So already discussed 

above for father 
  

 

 
The energies of your d60th chart? 
What is shashtiamsa chart for?  

 The shashtiamsa is 1/60
th

 division of the zodiac 

of 30 minutes each. This is the last divisional 
chart of the parshsari scheme. For any planet 
the first shashtiamsa a start from the sign 
itself.D60 is seen to check all aspects of life





 60 SHASTIAMSAS AND THEIR NATURE
_______ 



1. Ghora: Horrible, frightful, to a great degree 
wild. 

 

Nature: KRURA 
 

2. Rakshasa: Demons, inverse of Deva, 
supporter of profane way, wicked. 

Nature: KRURA 
 

3. Deva: Brightness, light, devotee 
of honourable way. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

4. Kubera: Lord of riches. Kubera is the Lord of 
Wealth and the god-ruler of the semi-divine 

Yakshas in Hindu folklore. He is viewed as the 
official of the North (Dik-pala), and a defender 

of the world (Lokapala). 



Nature: SHUBHA 
 

5. Yaksha: Protector of shrouded riches. 
Yaksha is the name of a wide class of nature-
spirits, generally kind, 

 

Nature: KRURA 
 

6. Kinnara: Celestial artists. They are 
normally delineated significantly human, half 
stallion (Centaur). Nature: SHUBHA. 

 

7. Bhrashta: Diverted from the noble way, 
evil, degenerate, dispossessed of any 
considerate qualities. 

 

Nature: KRURA 

_______  

8. Kulaghna: Destroyer (ghna) of 
one's ancestry (kula). 

 

Nature: KRURA 
 

9. Garala: Poison. 

Nature: KRURA 

 

10. Vanhi: Agni, fire divinity, one 
that consumes. 

 

Nature: KRURA 



 

11. Maya: Illusion, hallucination, truth 

is covered up. 
 

Nature: KRURA 
 

12. Purishak Disembodied soul, 
exceedingly disrupted and searching for peace.  
Nature: KRURA 

 
 
 

13. Apampati: The god of the seas. Apa is 

water and Pati is ruler. Apampati implies ruler 

of water or Jala tattva. JT: Varuna. 

Nature: SHUBHA 
 

14. Marutvan: The god of the air, the capable 

divinities called marutas. The child of Air god, 
Pavana i.e., Pavana Putra Hanuman is likewise 

called Maruti. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 
 

15. Kala: Time embodied, kala-purusha, the 
eternal destroyer. 

 

Nature: KRURA 
 

16. Sarpa: Serpents. 

Nature: KRURA 



 

17. Amrita: Nectar, Rejuvenation. JT: Chandra 

amrita. This could mean Soma-Rasa or the juice 
overflowing from Chandra, which is 

demonstrative of refined taste, creative ability, 
and imagination. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 
 
 

 

18. Indu: Moon, Lunar god, creative 

ability, imagination, intellectual capacities, 
charm. Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 
 

19. Mrdu: Soft, delicate. JT: 

Mrdu. Nature: SHUBHA 

 
_______ 

 

20. Komala: Delicate, delicate. 

Nature: SHUBHA 
 

_______ 
 

21. Heramba: Hera + Amba i.e., adherent 
of the mother (Amba).  
Heramba otherwise called Heramba Ganapati, 
is a five-headed iconographical type of the 
Hindu god Ganesha (Ganapati). 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 



 

_______ 
 

22. Brahma: The maker. JT: Vishnu. SC: 
Lakshmisha. Both JT and SC opine this ought 
to be allotted to Vishnu. Lakshmisha implies 

the ruler of Lakshmi i.e., master Vishnu. 
 
 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

23. Vishnu: The sustainers. 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

24. Maheshwara: The destroyer. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

25. Deva: The devotee the lights. Deva is from 
Diva which implies day, or the time that is 
brimming with light. They are the devotee of the 

equitable way (dharma) and cause brilliance in 
everybody's life. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 



 

26. Ardra: Wet, wet, effective like the Rudras 

of the Ardra Nakshatra. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

27. Kalinasa: One who obliterates strife. Kali 
is the time of strife and Nasa is pulverization. 
Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 
 

28. Kshitees: Horizon, fresh start, new life, 
rising time of the Sun. This is exceedingly 

promising as this show fresh start or the 
minute that is leaving strife (dark cloud) like a 
brilliant beam of daylight. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

29. Kamalakar: Creator of the Lotus i.e.,  
Reclining Vishnu. This should be exceptionally 

promising as this speaks to the snapshot of 
creation where the Lotus is leaving the Navel of 
master Vishnu, leaning back in yoga nidra 

(thoughtful state). 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

30. Gulika: Highly toxic child of 
Shani (Upagraha). Nature: KRURA 



_______ 
 

31. Mrityu: Highly damaging child of 
Mangal (Upagraha). Exceptionally ominous. 

 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 
 

32. Kala: Son of Surya (Upagraha). 
Exceedingly ominous. 

 

Nature: KRURA 
 

33. Davagni: Forest fire, exceedingly 
ruinous and out of hand. Very foreboding. 

 

Nature: KRURA 
 

_______  

34. Ghora: Horrible, repulsive, to a great 
degree wild. Very dangerous. JT: Bhaya, 

which means fear. SC: Yamakantaka: 
Upagraha child of Guru. Very foreboding. 

 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 
 

35. Yama: The divine force of death, 

outrageous enduring, demise like enduring. 
 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 



 

36. Kantaka: Thorne in the foot, 

exceptionally difficult, make you limp. 
 
 

 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 
 

37. Suddha: Pure, quiet. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

38. Amrita: Nectar. 
Nature: SHUBHA 

 

_______ 
 

39. Purna Candra: Full moon, exceedingly 
favorable and kind-hearted. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

40. Vishadagdha: Fully harmed, can't 

be revived. 
 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 
 

41. Kulanasa: Destroyer of 

heredity. Nature: KRURA _______ 



 

42. Vamshakshaya: Destroyer of heredity. 

Nature: KRURA  
_______ 

 
43. Utpata: Destructive, agitating, progressive. 

 

Nature: KRURA 

_______ 
 

44. Kala: Who is as Kala or the time 

embodied. Nature: KRURA  
_______ 

 

45. Saumya: Gentle, promising or Budha 

(Mercury). 
 
 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 
 

_______ 
 

46. Komal: Fragile, sensitive. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

47. Sheetala: Cooling, mitigating, nurturing. 
Nature: SHUBHA  
_______ 

 

48. Karaladamshtra: Big tooth extending 
out of the mouth, hazardous. 



Nature: KRURA 

_______ 
 

49. Candramukhi: Seductive facial 
appearance that of Chandra. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA 
 

_______ 
 

50. Praveen: Adept, master. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

51. Kaalpavaka: Shiva or Rudra as destroyer of 
time.  
Nature: KRURA _______ 

 

52. Dandayudha: Wielder of the Guru 
Danda (stick hold by the friar of the forebear 
of the profound heredity). 

 

Nature: KRURA _______ 
 

53. Nirmala: Clean, immaculate, unadulterated. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA . 

_______ 
 

54. Saumya: Auspicious, delicate, delicate, 
not cruel. 



Nature: SHUBHA 
 

_______ 
 

55. Krura: Cruel, unforgiving, 

foreboding. Nature: KRURA _______ 

 
56. Atisheetal: Very cooling. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA . 

_______ 
 

57. Amrita: Nectar, nurturing, reviving. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA . 

_______ 
 

58. Payodhi: Ocean, endless water. 
 

Nature: SHUBHA 

_______ 
 

59. Brahmana: Travel, moving, non-
static, need strength, exhaustion. 

 

Nature: KRURA _______ 
 

60. Candrarekha: Indu is Moon and Rekha is 

line. Many characterize this as full moon in 
any case, that does not have all the earmarks 
of being correct. In my view this is the Krsna 

Chaturdasi Moon which enhances the head of 



 

master Shiva. Profoundly favourable for 

Shiva Puja.  

Nature: SHUBHA. 
 
 

 

 {Past life energy} X { this lifetime 
d60 astrology x Numbers carry over 
check} 

 

Your d60 or shashtiamsa Horoscope and 

interpretations: 
 

 Your d60th chart     

  
 
 
 
 

 

Your d60 or shashtiamsa Horoscope and 

interpretations: 
 
 
 



 

 

 Your d60th chart and  d1 chart 9th bhava 

lord?


 D1 chart 9th bhava-based evaluation


 Based on d1 x d60 
 Jupiter is strong in Scorpio in the 2nd bhava. 

Gives keen interest in dharma astrology and also 
money or finances matters. 

 Also the ability and nature to get deep into 
stuff or matters 

 Based on Pure d60 
 Venus the lagna lord in 3rd bhava and also 9th 

bhava lord in lagna . 
 Mercury is 9th bhava lord in libra. So some 

thing to do with money flows or finances you were 
doing. 

 Also connection of dharma the 9th bhava to self 
is also there 

 . Based division PLA is sitting in 
 Jupiter is 18:27 in even sign 
 It is 18x2 + 1= 37 in even sign 
 It maheshswara, so heads of village or 

municipal bodies or companies. 
 So same trait of ambition you have carried in 

this life time like born on Sunday Dow=1 and also 
30= 3= Jupiter 

Your possible work type in past life? 

 Also ready discussed above 

 But sure mercury is in the lagna , so money flow 

related work or commerce or say accounts one 

could have been working. 

 This is based on d1 10th lord placement in the d60 

chart 




 BONUS: Your d60chart and the lagna 
bhava of PLA( bhava Madhya)? 

 Lagan 21:27 in Aries in d1 chart  

 So in d60 is it 21x2 +1 =  42+1=43 units in Aries 

or odd sign 

 Utpata = Unusual events, scholars, ved vedanga 

etc. 

 So if this birth time is correct- this is your financial 

destiny. 

 Also something similar came through when we did 

d1 analysis that lagan Jupiter in 12th and moon 

strong in 8th bhava. so it also said something 

similar. 

 So apart from baking, money flows- study ved 

vedanga all were important for you in past life 

incarnation 

  


BONUS your question:  
My main concern is  whether I will have a 
successful career to be able to earn money. 

 
Answer to your query? 
 

Yes you will have it. That is your success   

All the core issue sin the horoscopes that are 

causing severe problems to have been discussed in 
detail in your horoscope and numbers at length plus 
remedies also give to come out of the same and 

suggestions. 
1) Kaal sarpa Yoga is there. Highest priority cure it. 

Given in numbers and astrology section both 
2) Conflict of sun and Saturn. Shiva japam given. 



3) Conflict of materialism and spirituality there. So 
balance both , methods of Yoga mediation etc 

all give to help you for entire life   

4) Once you come out of all this you will be manifold 

stronger and all success and money you would 
attract. 

5) Or blessings 

6) You also work at a different frequency and may 
get too picky or choosy destiny=7 and POI =1, 

so adjust to others , manage ego with Yoga and 
more mediation all would be great, 

7) Also do Ganesh japam. 

Special BONUS : Use of Other Astrological 
Systems for Karmic Debt etc 
Basic past life concerns if any(6,8,12 th house 

planet placements? 
 planets in the 6th bhava =  NONE  

 Past life cause :   NA 
 possible effects: NA 

 

 solution : NA 
  
 planet in 8th bhava  = ketu  and Jupiter 

Jupiter in 8th bhava.=  
• It suggests that either one was a Yogi in past life 
or had strong issues with females causing loss of 

image in past life. 
• This karmic trait  is connected to ?? 

 Ketu in 8th =  
yes, this indicates issues with the Guru preceptor in 
past lifetime 

• in this lifetime it has come in form of guru 
chandaal Yoga as you can see 



• also as ketu is weak. So suggest some trouble 
given to small kids or Dogs in past life/ 

• but more chance of dog. 
• Feeding dogs good with love and care would solve 
matters. 

• Stomach digestions blood pressures and bowel 
movements/fissures  can be avoided by proper 

feeding the dogs. 
 planet in 12th bhava  =  None  

Donation to 3rd sex genders would help you. 
Various Lagna based combinations connected 
to past life Evaluated( if any applies)? 

   Lagna = aries 
 Effects : NA 
 Past life cause :  NA 

 Solution: NA 

 
Various planet Conjunctions connected to Past 
Life, to be evaluated( if any applies)? 

 
 Yes, sun and Saturn in 7th bhava, so this 

blocks your progress in career. 

 There was a conflict with your father in 
the past life karma in  some form. 

 Om namoha shivaye 108 x as many times 
daily. Also give maximum respect to your 
father, which you may be giving, I am 

sure. 
 Shiva japam covers both Saturn and sun. 

so also put water and milk( unprocessed) 

on shiva lingam. 
 Most of your job problems and progress 

would get solved. 



 Keep doing shiva japam daily all would be 
well. 

 
Various Tough Yoga’s  connected to past life in 

the Kundli or Horoscope( if any applies- like 
bandhya, nisantann yoga etc)? 

 Kaal sarpa Yoga 
 Causes:  it comes due to application of tantra 

in wrong way in the past or troubling the 

dependents or people who are not empowered. 
Also disrespecting seniors and not so normal 
sexual conduct as well in past life. 

 Effects :  Money , career, and family issues 
 Solution : shiva japam. Or donation to old age 

homes. Also mediation. Plus get kaal sarpa 

Yoga prayer done by  a qualified pundit in a 
proper temple. 

  But om namoha shivaye 108 x as many times 
and mediation would solve all your problems. 
Also respect seniors and women and follow the 

path of dharma. The seeds of dharma are also 
very strong in your kundli so strengthen them 

all would be great for you.   

Chronic Health issues and past Life( if any 

applies)?  
 . In some case- colon health needs care 
 Past life cause not given many donations to 

temples 
 Effects :  already covered above 

  Yoga would cure all.   


 Much more could be said about past life 

based on Pythagoras and Hebrew 



numerology (as per Moses), whenever 
you feel like. It can be used to cross 

check and also add more value to the 
readings.



 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

_______  

SECTION 2: Your Past Life, Reincarnation 

and Karma Based on Yavnacharya 
(Pythagoras secret teachings) & Hebrew 
Numerology 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Your core numbers Based on Yavnacharya 
or Pythagoras 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Pythagorean or Yavan-acharya Numerology  

 Pythagoras was born in 570 BC and is also 

known as guru yavnacharya amongst the Vedic 

traditions. He was highly inspired and a siddha 

and could hear the music of spheres the OM 

sound. He could also hear the sound of planets.
 He combined mathematics and numbers study 

or numerology in one system. Like the Sankhya 
system if India and Vedic mathematics (a 
powerful and client system cryptically 

mentioned in the vedas for fast calculations).
 Pythagoras could be treated as a guru of the 

Vedic tradition itself. He could also see many of 
his incarnations in the past in one row.

 He developed a very powerful and authentic 
system of numerology which is simple like A=1, 
first alphabet , B= 2 and K= 11=1+2=2 and so 

on z= 26
th

 alphabet = 2+6= 8.
 Given below are your name and birth date 

analysis and connection with your past karma 

based on yavana chrya system of Pythagoras.



 
 
 
 

 

Your Numbers based on Yavancharya system 
ServiceName  

Your Past Life Incarnation-birth & Karma Report-Vedic 

astrology & NUMEROLOGY -3-year Predictions  

email id 

xyz@gmail.com 

Month of birth 

10 

dob 

20 
year of birth 

1992 

time of birth 

first name 

abc 

middle name 

 

last name 

xyz 

minutes of birth 

50 

hour of birth 

7 

place of birth 

Lautoka 

State 

Fiji 

country 

Fiji 

//////////////////////////////////////////

// 



Oct 30, 1983 

18:50 

Lautoka 

State 

Western Fiji 

10+ 30/3+ 21 = 25/7= ketu x Venus 

Sunday = 1= Dow 

17.6104° S, 177.4515° E 

Time zone =12 

 

//////////////////////////////////////////

/ 

================================ 

=== 

 
  

 

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 

--------------------  

P= 1 

M=6 

E=4 

I=1 
 
 
 
 
 



 =============================
=================================

===== 
 UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 25 
  the name 1 is  

 UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 23 
  the name 3 is   

 7 x 5=12/3=Jupiter 
 -----------------------------------------------------

----------------- 

 CHIROMANCY CHIROMANCY CHIROMANCY 
SYSTEM & SUM is 12 

  the name 1 is  

 CHIROMANCY CHIROMANCY CHIROMANCY 
SYSTEM & SUM is 19 

  the name 3 is   
 12 x 19= 31= 4= rahu 
 -----------------------------------------------------

----------------- 
 HEBREW HEBREW HEBREW SYSTEM & SUM is 

48 

  the name 1 is  
 HEBREW HEBREW HEBREW SYSTEM & SUM is 

64 

  the name 3 is   
 12 x 10 =22 =4 = Pisces x Uranus= rahu 

 =============================
=================================
===== 

 ENERGY DISTRIBUTION  
 -------------------- 
  

 PHYSICAL plane is equal to 1 



 MENTAL plane is equal to 6 
 EMOTIONAL  plane is equal to 4 

 INTUITIVE plane is equal to 1 
  
 =============================

=================================
===== 

 POINT OF INTENSITY  
 -------------------- 
  

 ONE =   1 intensity is ======  6 Expected 
== 3  

 TWO =   2 intensity is ======  0 Expected 

== 1  
 THREE = 3 intensity is ======  0 Expected 

== 1  
 FOUR  = 4 intensity is ======  2 

Expected == 1  

 FIVE  = 5 intensity is ======  0 Expected == 
3  

 SIX   = 6 intensity is ======  0 Expected == 

1  
 SEVEN = 7 intensity is ======  1 Expected 

== 1  

 EIGHT = 8 intensity is ======  0 Expected 
== 1  

 NINE  = 9 intensity is ======  3 Expected 
== 3 

//………………………………………. 

 name 1 = 25, name 2 = 0  name 3 = 23 = 
mercury  

 LIFE PATH number is = 61 [7]= ketu 

 BIRTH DATE Number is = 30 [3]= Jupiter  



 NAME NUMBER is =  48 [3] =Jupiter  
 POWER NUMBER is = 109 [1]= sun  

-------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 
VIBRATION NUMBER PYTHAGOREAN-I is = 30  

VIBRATION NUMBER PYTHAGOREAN-II is = 71  
VIBRATION NUMBER PYTHAGOREAN-III is = 41  

=================================
=================================
= 

HEART # 1 = (11) and ���  HEART # 2 = (0) 
and ��� HEART # 3 = (2)  
HEART NUMBER TOTAL = [13]=4=rahu 

 

 Destiny number is 7 for you it is ketu, 

suggesting a deep and intense life in general  
 

 Your heart number is =4 = rahu , E= 4= rahu  
and also Hebrew  and cheiro is rahu 

 

 Having Pisces  energy  as well in it. 
 Your POI or high energy numbers  = 1 and 4= 
rahu 

 The depleted numbers are = 2,3,5,6,8 
 So as we saw earlier in astrology Saturn and 

sun are in conflict 
 Above high rahu energy afflicts sun or your 
success, father, and fame. So this has to be 

handled. 
 Also rigid or blocking thought process has to be 
worked out with Yoga and mediation 

 EGO or insistence on own views POI=1 and 
depleted numbers are 2,3 



 So try to adjust more to others’ views as well. 
 Sports or any games would help you. 

 So would shiva japam as suggested earlier help 
you a lot. 
 Donation to old age homes is a must for you 

regularly 
 Also note you form kaal sarpa Yoga as per 

numerology 4 x7, but it is partial kaal sarpa 
Yoga, so leads to failures 
 But  this has to be resolved as in your 

horoscope also kaal sarpa Yoga is there. 
 So this is proved both based on numerology 
and astrology. 

 Also do om gum ganpataye namoha 108 times 
x as many , donation to temples and also 

meditation more and all would be great for you. 
All your job problems and money problems 
would go away. 

 



 

 

Hebrew Numerology based Interpretation 
of your Number Horoscope 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

About Hebrew Numerology and Prophet Moses  

 Prophet Moses was born around 1571 BC. He is 
said to be an earlier prince of Egyptian prince as 

per Bible. Actually if we study history, the 
sanatan dharma the mother of all religions was 
all over the world includes south 

America/Australia/Russia/Africa etc. but in kali 
Yuga as lord Krishna declared the start I 
Mahabharata times- the sanatan dharma started 

declining and has remained only in India Nepal 
and some part of the countries.

 Prophet Moses was sent by GOD to revive the 

basic dharma in these regions. One can clearly 

see the concept of reincarnation is there at least 

with a sizable Jews and Christian Rosicrucian’s



 

at least. The most important is that it is said 

that Moses developed a system of numerology 
to know about past life so as to help the soul to 

evolve much faster. This numerology is based on 
the same. The Hebrew cabala is on some similar 
patterns. Yes, they do believe in past lives. For 

sure. 
 

Your Hebrew Numbers Chart as per Your 

birth Name 
 

first name  

Raajiv  

middle name 
     

last name 
            Prasad 

The life is dividing into 6 aspects here & 

corresponding word vibrations with the 
same which interact with your chakras 
and your mind  

1. Physical karma 

2. Spiritual karma 

3. Physical talents 

4. Spiritual talents 

5. Physical goals 

6. Spiritual goals     



 
 
 
 

 

 Physical karma =R+P= = 37=10
 Spiritual karma =A+R = 21
 Physical Talents=A+A=2



 Spiritual talents= J+S =25= 7
 Physical goals= I+A =11
 Spiritual goals = V+D ==10 

GRAND TOTAL(The Destiny of the SOUL) 
=29x 2= 58=13 

 
/////////////////////////////////

/////////////////////////////// 
/////////////////  INTERPRETETION 

BELOW 
/////////////////////////////// 

/////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////// 

 
 
 

 Your Physical karma = 10  
 

 The physical karma that you have inherited is the 

base number =1, so you have to look at unity of 

things and not be restless or to analytical in your 

approach(note destiny number 7 could make you a 

bit analytical in approach). You have a manly or 

masculine expression of GOD coming through you. 

The male energy or the lord Shiva representation. 

 The number 10 suggest that you should be free 

flowing as you are born with mercury energies, so do 

more of sports and Yoga to bring this out for overall 

success- but at the same time not to miss on unity n 

matters. Like for studies matters like Vedic math’s 

could develop more unity in thought process and in 

physical culture maters like doing Yoga or 

suryanamaskars could do you a favour in integrating 

the physical view point. 



 Please note your power number in Pythagorean 

system is also number 1 comforting the same. 

 Your power number is also sun=1 = so a lot of 

proving as you pass your middle age. But with your 

depth of thought and basic initiative you will be able 

to handle all this well. 
 
 

 

Elaborations with Correlation s of your 
past Numbers and Horoscope or Kundli 

 

 

 Your Spiritual karma = 21  

 
 As per spiritual karma, you will have to face 

fair  enough spiritual challenges in this 

lifetime. Especially of controlling restless mind 

at times  and may be sexual attractions. This 

we got from Vedic astrology as well 

 

 You will have to build endurance by spiritual 

practices like art of living or lord Shiva 

prayers. 

   

 You will have to go deep within to get 

knowledge and share with people. 
 




 Your Physical talents=2


 
  

 You are inherently physically creative( note P=1 in 

the energy plane). You have a good talent within you to 

express on the physical plane. But for some reason you 



are spending it too much on mental plane or emotions- 

you have to come to physical plane and work hard. 


 

 Your Spiritual talents=25/7 



 

 Your spiritual talents  could be combing 

spirituality and materialism into  one thing and 

live a peaceful life. Note a good Jupiter and fair 

mercury energies would give you this. 

  

 Your Physical goals= 11
 Your physical goal is  to express on the physical 

plane or in the materialistic world to be number 11 

or source of inspiration and balance your material 

success of the world and spirituality. We got the 

same results in Vedic astrology as well. ( now P=1 

and also your power number =1, all indicate the 

same, so develop more will power with Yoga and 

meditation and all would be great). But for some 

reason you are spending it too much on mental 

plane or emotions- you have to come to physical 

plane and work hard. 

 Also develop mor cooperation and sensitivity towards 

others . avoid mental stress. 

 




 Your Spiritual goals = 10
 As you reach end of the lifetime, you will focus more 

and more on spirituality and yes your responsibilities 

and home.(Note power number =1 so hinting 

towards it). Rahu prayers or lord shiva prayers from 

now itself as suggested are a must for you.   

 You will have to take up leadership and ownership of 

family and a large section of society then. 

 The above leadership has been covered in the 

maturity number coming to 1 or sun. 



 You will show your true ability as you advance in 

age. 








 The destiny of Your SOUL(Most

Important) 
 

 

61/7=  
 

• Your life  goals could be combing spirituality and 

materialism into  one thing and live a peaceful life( same 

as we got earlier). Note a good Jupiter and fair mercury 

energies would give you this. 

• You at your end also need Freedom in movement 

and independence and could get fairly daring and free 

flowing   at times. 

• also  

You have to combine your business/materialism along 

with spirituality to get the best results. You will become 

wholesome and complete in life. means without adding 

ego at your end and let it go. You will achieve all what 

you want. 

Be compassionate as you are and be less impulsive. 
 

 . so, you can see how Vedic astrology and Hebrew 
numerology or kabbalah match,. Actually, Vedic 
culture was there in Egypt and with Moses . but due 

to various reasons it got developed in a different 
direction. Sri Moses taught this Gyan of shabda to 
his chooses disciples. Yes, Moses and Jews do 

believe in reincarnation later on this knowledge GOT 

lost ;) but revived again in the 20
th

 and 21
st

 

century . ;) 
 

 

summary 



 We can clearly see what Vedic astrology said 

about kaal sarpa  or balance of spirituality 

and materialism is coming exactly in the 

Numbers report as well.

 Yes we got the remedies to our problems as 

well.  
 That karma is with you so do more of YOGA and 

be stable and stronger and not aggressive or 
dominating.

 

CONCLUSION of Report  

 The conclusions are same

 Sun Saturn conflict , balance of materialism 

and spirituality and obviation of kaal sarpa 
Yoga is needed. 

 
 
 
 

 

SECTION 3: Coming 3 Years Predictions 
 

Moon-rahu  till oct 2022  
 

Rahu is in 2nd bhava, so speak well. 

Also family and status issues at office or otherwise may 
come up. 

There could be emotional disturbances this time, but 
also connection with other people. 

Shiva japam would help you. 

Unexpected problems in career. 



But still on the positive front, you could get money. 

Emotionally months around April 2021(already passed) 

and September 2021 could be tough. Over all the year 

2021 could be demanding emotionally till October, then 
things would change. 

Be compassionate and do more prayers and you will 

win for sure   

also 

It is a time when organized hard work would pay. Take 

care as things may suddenly turnaround at office and 
home front. 

Money flow may not be very good all the time- but 
sudden changes could be expected 

Relationships have to be guarded with stability- too 
much of restrictions could be a source of trouble 

Also 

. CAREER: 

. You might have gains in terms of money at this time 

.Also expect sudden reversals in situations at office 

. You could expect that an organized effort would yield 
better dividends 

.    You may have to travel for work related matters 

. Avoid any kind of lethargy creeping into work 



. Your boldness at work would pay off. 

. FINANCE: 

.   Possible Boost up in income and financial status 

.   There could be times when there is restriction of 
money flow as well. 

. Earlier savings and investments will be fruitful for you. 

. You may expect sudden gains and losses  

. You should secure yourself from any legal matters. 

. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

. There could be problems on the marital front 

. Learn trusting each other more 

. Recognition will improve your social value. 

. Avoid any kind of mistrust from any side. 

. CHILDREN: 

. Some happiest occasion will make you pleased. 

. Your kid’s health needs to be protected- a constant vigil 
would help. 

. Ensure that they are positive and optimistic all the time. 

. The key is to maintain a good psychological bent of 

mind. 

. HEALTH: 



. Different ailments in this period. 

. Gastric troubles and indigestion will disturb your regular 
life. 

. Earlier problem may be increase- a constant vigil on the 

health problems is suggested. 

. So conscious about food and traveling in entire period. 

. Take special care of mental health in terms of keeping 
yourself open and healthy. 

- Suggestions and Remedies 

Donate to old age homes 

- Special Comments 

- Follow the ethical path, foreign travels could be 

there. 

 

 

       Moon-Jupiter till feb 2024 
 

- Your wealth could grow and travels could eb there. 

- But sure father’s health and father figures health 

needs care. 

- Your interest in  occult and astrology would also 

grow. 

- 2022= challenges and delays and time to build up 

your base 

- 2023 infact oct 2022 ending = slow movement but 

more opportunities, Money, and growth In career. 



- 2024= yes more fun and socials and family fun but 

also. health needs care for self and others. Home 

responsibilities increase. But sure so would money. 

- You would gain in love and respect in the office. 

Your career could expand, and you would get 

opportunity to grow. 

-       Your money/income could increase. You may 

feel a new influx in your love life 

- You might have outings  and fun this time 

- Also 

- · CAREER: 

- · Your career would expand in this time 

significantly 

- . You will encounter situations to do the same 

- . You will have ample enthusiasm in the office 

- . There could be lot of meetings with new people in 

the office environment 

- . Avoid worry due to over work or over ambition  

at work place. 

- . Your interests towards religion would increase 

and that would help you professionally as well. 

- . Your position in career and your reputation at 

work will go through many challenges during these 

years. 

- . Also your sphere of influence would improve. 

- . You will very much enjoy this part of life due to 

achieve honour and prestige.  

- · FINANCE: 

- · Income will increase in general. 

- . You could expect new sources of income being 

created  



- . Investments in this period should give good 

returns 

- · Excessive expenses need to avoid in this time  

- · You could lend money , but with proper 

protection of your interests  

- . · LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

- · Fun in love and married life would increase 

- · You may have many outings and pleasure trips at 

this time 

- . Falling into new affairs is not ruled out. 

- . Your relationship would grow warmer and would 

fructify better in this time 

- . Your interest in dharma would greatly help to 

enhance the relationship. 

-  

- · HEALTH: 

- · Health should be fine but worry needs to be kept 

at bay. 

- · Ailments more to do with nervous disorders are 

possible 

- · If you will have to take general precautions to 
take care of not taking much stress 

 

 

Moon- Saturn till august 2024 

 

 Yes more gains through partnerships and 
increase in salary is there 

 More connection to friends and people as 

suggested above in  2024 is there for you. 



Expected success in career after struggle. work 

pressure might also be there. Family problems may 
crop up. Try to maintain your optimism. 

Money would be there- but expect delays in what you 
deserve 

There might be some coldness in the love life and also 
in office life. 

Also 

· CAREER: 

· Your career would expand, and you could expect good 
amount of effort 

. There could be delays in what you deserve on the 

professional front 

. Your delivering work in a discipline fashion would deliver 
good results 

. Expect some coldness or roughness at the office 
environment 

. Avoid stress due to overwork 

. Your interests towards philosophy could increase in this 

time 

. FINANCE: 

· Income should steadily increase 

· But more decent control on expenses is needed 



· Investments on lands should work fine at this time 

· Expenses on family health problems could be there 

· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

· Avoid any coldness creeping in the relationship- this 
would help you to avoid discord 

. Avoid any differences cropping up due to overwork 

. Inclination towards philosophy will give satisfaction and 
gladness in your life. 

. There could be separations from loved ones due to work  

. Take special care of your spouse’s health  

· HEALTH: 

· Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments  

· Special care for nerve related problems or problems like 
common cold bronchitis-problems to do with phlegm. 

· Vitality could decline with this period. 

· Take special care of vata(stress) related problems 

Suggestions and Remedies 

- Donate to old age homes 

- Donate to poor people 

Special Comments 

- may be a bit hard but doing the above upayas 

would keep all things in order. 



 

 

 



 

SECTION4: BONUS for you based on past 
life and Reincarnation - remedies that 
would help you in Better life.  

 Be considerate to servants and subordinates
 Offer simple salty food to birds
 Donate black pulses or mustard oil on Saturdays
 Donate to organizations that help the 

poor people as much as you can.
 

Also 
 Hanuman chalisa
 Bajrang Baan
 Hanuman Bahuk
 Shiv chalisa
 Shiva srota
 rudrashtak

 

Other Reports Suggestion that would be 

helpful for you: 
 
 

 

Other Useful reports that could help you 

immensely in managing your Life better- As 
the saying goes- “Prevention Is always better 
than cure”.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

  Your 12 houses Reading & 
    

 predictions Report:  



 

 If you want to know about every area of your 

life- be it love/marriage/kids/career/money 
/luck and fortune etc. Then you may look at the 

in-depth & accurate 12 houses complete report 
below.

 Just copy paste the link in  a browser.
 https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-
kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-
money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-

children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-
sex-salvation/ 

 
 
 
 

SPECIAL OFFER!!!Your 

Complete Life DASHA or PLANETARY PERIODS 

Predictions & Life Planner Report  
 Thanks, for taking the Detailed Horoscope 

readings. You have a Special BONUS OFFER for 
you to Upgrade it to Your Full Life or Complete 
Life predictions in just half(50%) of the actual 

report price at only 999 rs instead of 1998 
rs.(.That is only 18 $)

 You get the dasha or planetary predictions for 
complete life or coming 4 major dasa’s or 

planetary period- which are accurate, 
comprehensive and you could refer to them and 
plan your life & future much better decisions of

https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/
https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/


 

family/kids/career/money/marriage/legal/busine 

ss/travel etc based on this report. 

 Offer valid for 2 days of receipt of this mail.
 You may kindly look at the dasa predictions 

sample by copy pasting the link below:
 https://astrozing.com/complete-life-horoscope-
kundli-dasha-predictions-analysis-report/ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Your Accurate Birth Time with 

Scientific Birth Time Rectification.
 Kindly note that your navamsa(d9) is one of the 

most important adjunct chart along with your 

lagna chart, and so are other higher divisional or 

varga charts(d10=career,d2=money, 

d3=brothers sisters, d60=past life karma, d7= 

loved ones etc) to come to a proper conclusion 

of matters in your horoscope or Kundli. But 

almost in over 80% of cases the birth time is in 

accurate by 10-15 minutes- which could cause 

big error! So, if in doubt the best bet is to get 

the scientific birth time rectification done- as 

without rectification a major portion of your 

analysis/predictions and most important 

remedies may not be so appropriate.


 We follow a highly scientific process to match 

your life events with your birth time and based

https://astrozing.com/complete-life-horoscope-kundli-dasha-predictions-analysis-report/
https://astrozing.com/complete-life-horoscope-kundli-dasha-predictions-analysis-report/
https://astrozing.com/complete-life-horoscope-kundli-dasha-predictions-analysis-report/


 

on it rectify your birth time. This report could be 

looked at here.  

 https://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-
report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-
past-life-naadi-predictions/  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Your Love /Marriage and 
Compatibility Report:

 Your life becomes a blissful song if your 
compatibility is good or above average. Vedic 

astrology provides a very powerful means of 
exactly evaluating your compatibility on various 
aspects with your life partner err o lover- like 

temperaments/sexual/social/physical etc using 
ashtkoota and other points. This compatibility 

not only discusses your & partners ashtkoota 
points with stunning accuracy- it also guides for 
coming 12 months month by month in love 

matters. Customers who took this report are 
raving fans of the same.

 You could view the love/marriage 
and compatibility report here:

https://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-predictions/
https://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-predictions/
https://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-predictions/
https://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-predictions/


 https://astrozing.com/love-n-marriage/ 
 
 
 
 

 

  Your Career Success & Coming 

3 Years Career Report.  

 If you want to know accurately and completely 

about which career suits you and why, where 
you will make more money and how the coming 

would 3 years be for you in terms of 
work/promotions or demotions/travel/stress 
and money matters.

 You may Copy paste the below URL on your 
browser to view the report.
 http://astrozing.com/career-job/  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  Your Health & Fitness Report-  

 based on Ayurveda & Vedic Astrology : If you 
   

 

want in-depth, detailed, and accurate HEALTH  

& 

 FITENESS report based on ayurvedic astrology 

 and health in coming few years, along with 

 helpful remedies. You could order it here. 
 https://astrozing.com/health-fitness/ 

https://astrozing.com/love-n-marriage/
http://astrozing.com/career-job/
https://astrozing.com/health-fitness/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Your Money & Wealth Success and 

Predictions Report(3 Years). 
 

 If you want to know in detail about finances 
and which areas of work could give you good 
money & wealth flows/success, and predictions 

for coming 3 years.
 Please refer to Money and wealth  report below.

 https://astrozing.com/money-wealth/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Your Longevity and Life Span Report:
 We All want to Live Long & Healthy Life of 120 

Years. But sudden diseases or accidents due to 
malefic transits or dasas(planetary periods) or 

weakening of your lagna(ascendant) and other 
factors in the horoscope that is your lagna and 
navamsa chart(d9) ,could limit our stay on 

mother earth. This is very useful report which 

https://astrozing.com/money-wealth/


 

comprehensively evaluates each and every 

factor and give your predictions for your 
longevity and your coming 2 Major 

dasas(planetary periods).  

 https://astrozing.com/longevity-life-span-
horoscope-kundli-predictions-detailed-
indepth-report/ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 If you want to know about every area 

of your life- be it 

love/marriage/kids/career/money /luck and 

fortune etc. Then you may look at the in-depth 

& accurate 12 houses complete report below.
 

Just copy paste the link in  abrowser. 
 

https://astrozing.com/complete-horoscope-kundli-

analysis-twelve-houses-kundli-self-money-wealth-
luck-family-home-land-children-disputes-

marriage-career-job-gains-sex-salvation/ 

https://astrozing.com/longevity-life-span-horoscope-kundli-predictions-detailed-indepth-report/
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 If you want in-depth, detailed, 

and accurate HEALTH & FITENESS report based 

on ayurvedic astrology and health in coming few 

years, along with helpful remedies. You could 

order it here. 
 
 

 

https://astrozing.com/health-fitness/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

We wish you all the best in Life, 

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free to Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 
Given Below: 

 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 

https://astrozing.com/health-fitness/


 


